Two important problems in models for a sustainable economy are (1) how to connect environmental models with societal models and (2) how to model the impact of societal changes upon an environment.For the first challenge, the Leontief economic model has been transformed from a vector to a tensor equation, as a model for integrating regional descriptions of an economy and its local environment. However, this is a static model of a steady-state (stasis) economy during a given period; and here we address the second challenge of modeling the impact of societal change upon an economy and its environment.We apply the modeling of societal change in the historical case of Australia's Mining Rent Tax of 2012-2014.
Background
For economic and environmental policies aimed at developing sustainable economies, it is important to have a modeling approach which can quantitatively connect economic processes with biological and physical processes of the environment.If economic processes cannot be measured as to their real physical/biological impacts, one does not know whether or not such economic processes are sustainable in nature.
The author had extended the Leontief economic model to connect to environmental models. (Betz, 2013) Wassily Leontief formulated an economic model of national economy as an input-output balance of products produced and consumed. (Leontief, 1968) The production (P) from an economic sector consists of the sum of the I-th shown as two onomic-planen a given time natural things i not 'produced animate or anim he beings born ns in an econo the region ( P the economy f jK ) or importe on:
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For example, topsoil may be mined or eroded, or a species may be exterminated.The quantity X IJ 2 is the amount of a thing involved in other processes in the environment N=2.For example, rain feeds watersheds and also rivers in the physical environment.Or for example in biological processes, herbivores feed carnivores.The quantity E IK 2 expresses the amount of an I-th physical/biological thing exported from the regional environment into another region.For example, tributaries feed water from one region into a river in another region.
But also one may wish to express the exchanges of physical/biological things between the economic activities in plane-1 and the environmental processes in plane-2.Things from the environmental-plane-2 (N=2) into the economic-plane 1 (N=1) are often natural resources used in the production and consumption activities of the economy of a region.We will denote this as the resource tensor: R GI MN .
On can define this quantity of resources R GI MN , where a G-th material/energy/biological resource from the environmental-plane-2 (N=2) is used in the economic-plane-1 (M=1) in the economic production of a unit of an I-th product.(We will use the superscript notation of 'to-from' as R GI
M(to)N(from)
.)To calculate this quantity of G-th resource taken from the environmental plane, one can use the idea of a production function R' GI 1 ,which is the quantity of G-th resource used to produce one unit of the I-th product. Then the quantity of the G-th resources used in producing P I 1 quantities of the I-th product is:R GI 12 = P I 1 R' GI
1
.This quantity of resources is taken from the environmental plane-2, so that the quantity of the G-th material/energy is diminished from the environment.Thus the quantity of physical/biological things consumed C I 2 in the environmental-plane-2 due to economic activities of economic-plane-1 are due to resource extraction activities. is the change in environmental things due to economic action in the region.
Also in the regional production and use of the I-th product in the economic-plane-1, there will be two kinds of waste created in that plane and sent into the environmental plane, a production waste and a consumption waste.The production waste W HI 21 is the quantity of H-th waste created in the economic production of the I-th products; and can be calculated from per-unit waste quantities as Bradsher elaborated upon the societal arrangements about the mine after CAA Resources reopened the mine:"Mr. Li, who owns 56 percent of CAA, said that he had paid for each of the ruling party politicians with indirect stakes in the mine to receive the royally granted title of "dato," which roughly translates as "the honorable." It costs about $100,000 to arrange each royal grant, he said.Although anti-corruption groups have campaigned against such arrangements, particularly indirect stakes, Mr. Li said he was simply following common practices in Malaysia. A government-linked industry group in Beijing announced plans on Oct. 24 to introduce standards for Chinese companies in areas like labor rights, environmental protection and community relations.To avoid potential labor issues, Mr. Li has largely imported workers, who are not unionized. CAA Resources brought in about 40 mining engineers, accountants and other professionals from China, and filled the rest of its work force with laborers from low-wage countries like Cambodia, Myanmar and Vietnam. The workers are on 12-hour shifts, up to seven days a week, and are paid based mostly on how much iron ore each shift can produce, Mr. Li said.Pacing across the jungle mine, Mr. Li described his recruitment pitch to potential hires. "You can save a lot of money, there is nothing to do here," he said, "I say, 'Each of you will be a hero, you will take back 100 percent of your savings, your wife will be happier, your children will be happier.' "He has avoided filing an environmental-impact statement by erecting an eight-foot-high, blue corrugated-steel fence across the middle of the site with a gate, and calling it two mines, each less than 500 acres. Only mines over 500 acres require environmental approval." (Bradsher, 2014) Here we see that the activities in a society by individuals working in societal conditions can alter both the economics and the environment of a society.In this case, the mining company did not provide employment to citizens of the region, nor did it take responsibility for the environmental impact of its activities. Surely these two policy concerns of the Malay society could be addressed if a model for a sustainable Malay economy were constructed and used for policy. Instead, in this case, economic/environmental policy had been made principally by royally granted titles of 'dato'.
Results and Conclusion
The methodology we are using in this paper focuses upon developing and applying modeling techniques to historical cases of societal stasis and change.This modeling approach allows one to model the societal decision-making events which directly impact economic-environmental conditions.Because the Australian mining-rent tax was in place so short a time, it did not have much impact upon the Australian landscape.But had it been in place longer, it likely would have discouraged investment for mining expansion, thereby slowing the expansion of the open-mining pits. However, the model does show how modeling can connect the political-economic decisions to the economic-environmental activities of a society -policies for sustainable economies.
The model ontology of 'societal historical time-lines' facilitates policy modeling for sustainable economies through collecting and storing relevant information about (1) economic activities and environmental processes in the region of a society and also (2) policies and events in the society which can alter the region.
